COASTAL/INFRASTRUCTURE PREPARATION/ADAPTATION WORKING GROUP
SUMMARY WORK PLAN

JULY 10 - COASTAL PAWG MTG 1
- CIG orientation to climate impacts; staff intro to intent of PAWGs
- Initial discussion by PAWG members of key preparation/adaptation issues

JULY 31 - COASTAL PAWG MTG 2
- Agreement on a set of early action issues

AUGUST 20 OR 21 ??? - COASTAL PAWG MTG 3
- Review existing regulations and other mechanisms that might apply to adaptation needs

SEPTEMBER 18 - COASTAL PAWG MTG 4
- Begin drafting recommendations for 2008 budget/legislative action

OCTOBER 9 - COASTAL PAWG MTG 5
- Recommendations for’08 Legislative session

NOVEMBER 13 - COASTAL PAWG MTG 6
- Final selection of high-priority adaptation strategies: Near and medium-term
  - Identify what is needed for implementation, barriers to implementation, which state agencies need to be involved in implementation, and who in addition to state agencies needs to be involved or included
- Finalize identification of critical research needs, identifying:
  - Critical information gaps and/or opportunities for case studies.

DECEMBER 4 - COASTAL PAWG MTG 7
- Complete recommendations

DECEMBER 14, 2007 – PAWG REPORT DEADLINE
Each PAWG delivers their findings and recommendations to ECY/CTED. Draft final report to Governor circulated to PAWG members for comment on their section.

FEBRUARY 7, 2008- REPORT TO GOVERNOR DEADLINE
Report due to Governor from ECY/CTED.